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ABSTRACT

The   recent   Public   Law   94-142   requires   that   the

Commissioner   of   Health,    Education   and   Welfare   develop   regu-

lation   which   will   establish   specific   criteria   for   deter-

mining   whether   a   particular   disorder   represents   a   specific

learning   disability.      At   the   present   time,   the   only   gener-

ally   accepted   manifestation   of   a   learning   disability   is   a

major   discrepancy   between   expected   achievement   and   ability

which   is   not   the   result   of   other   known   handicapping   condi-

tions.      Discrepancy   formulas,   which   examine   the   difference

between   a   student's   ability   and   achievement,    seek   to   quan-

tify   the   existence   of   a   severe   discrepancy   level   and   lend

some   consistency   to   the   now   inconsistent   diagnosis   of

learning   disabilities.

In   this   study,    four   discrepancy   models   are   applied

to   IQ   and   achievement   test   score   data   of   children   previously

identified   as   learning   disabled   to   determine   if   they   qualify

on   the   basis   of   a   particular   formula.      These   formulas

include   the   recently   proposed   N.C.    guidelines,    a   revision

of   these   guidelines,    a   formula   based   on   one   required

standard   deviation   discrepancy   between   ability   and   achieve-

ment,    and   finally   a   model   proposed   by   the   Charlotte-

Mecklenburg   Schools,    Charlotte,    N.C.

Results   for   two   N.C.    counties   indicate   only   one

significant   difference   at   the   one   percent   level   among   the
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formulas   in   the   proportion   of   children   identified,   but   a

significant   difference   exists   in   each   instance   between   the

original   population   and   those   children   identified   by   a

formula.      There   was   75   percent   agreement   across   all   four

formulas,    including   15.75   percent   of   the   207   cases   in   which

all   four   formulas   indicated   a   child   did   not   qualify   for

learning   disability   services.
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Chapter   1

THE     PROBLEM

The   recent   Public   Law   94-142   requires   that   the

Commissioner   of   Health,    Education   and   Welfare   develop   regu-

lations   which   will   establish   (1)    specific   criteria   for

determining   whether   a   particular   disorder   represents   a

specific   learning   disability   for   purposes   of   designating

children   with   specific   learning   disabilities;    (2)   diagnostic

procedures   to   be   used;    and    (3)   monitoring   procedures   to

determine   if   state   and   local   districts   fulfill   these   cri-

teria    (U.S.    Department   of   Health,    Education   and   Welfare,

1976).      These   requirements   are   important   to   insure   that

children   are   properly   evaluated   according   to   common   stand-

ards   of   identification.

At   the   present   time,   the   Office   of   Education   has   deter-

mined   that   it   is   not   possible   to   exactly   specify   aLll   compo-

nents   of   each   learning   disability.      The   only   generally

accepted   manifestation   of   a   learning   disability   at   this   time

is   a   major   discrepancy   between   achievement   and   ability   which

is   not   the   result   of   other   known   handicapping   conditions.

Therefore,    Section   3   of   the   November   29,    1976   Federal

Register,    "Proposed   Rulemaking,    Education   of   Handicapped

Children,"   states   that   a   specific   learning   disability  may

be   identified   if   a   severe   discl.epancy   exists   between
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achievement   and   intellectual   ability   in   one   or   more   of

several   areas:      oral   expression,    listening   comprehension,

written   expression,   basic   reading   skill,   reading   compre-

hension,   mathematics   calculation   or   mathematics   reasoning.

At   the   time   of   this   proposed   rulemaking,   the   following

formula   was   issued   to   determine   if   this   discrepancy   exists:

c.AJ# +   0.17)   -2.5   =   severe  discrepancy  level   (U.S.   Depart-
ment  of  Health,   Education  and  Welfare,
1976,   p.    52407).

The   resultant   figure   was   the   academic   grade   achievement

level   at   or   below   which   the   child   must   achieve   in   one   or

more   of   the   above   named   seven   areas   in   order   to   be   identi-

fied   as   learning   disabled.

In   the   December    29,    1977    Federal    Register,    ''Educa-

tion   of   Handicapped   Children,"   the   above   formula   was   deleted

as   was   the   requirement   that   a   functional   level   of   50   percent

below   the   expected   achievement   level   be   required   for   deter-

mination   of   a   severe   discrepancy    (U.S.    Department   of   Health,

Education   and   Welfare,1977).       Deletion   of   the   formula   was

in   response   to   four   major   areas   of   concern   expressed   by

interested   parties   regarding   the   effect   of   the   formula's

implementation.      These   major   areas   of   concern   were    (1)    the

inappropriateness   of   attempting   to   reduce   the   behavior   of

children   to   numbers;    (2)   the   psychometric   and   statistical

inadequacy   of   the   procedure;    (3)   the   fear   that   the   use   of

the   formula   might   easily   lend   itself   to   inappropriate   use

to   the   detriment   of   handicapped   children;   and   (4)    the

inappropriateness   of  using   a   single   formula   for   children
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of   all   ages,   particularly   for   school   children   (U.S.    Depart-

ment   of   Health,    Education   a.nd   Welfare,1977,    p.    65804).       The

Office   of   Education   conducted   a   study   to   determine   the   effec-

tiveness   of   the   formula   and   found   that   although   the   formula

has   a   certain   degree   of   operational   validity,   there   are   also

pronounced   technical   limitations   including   all   four   of   the

concerns   listed   a.bove.      Moreover,    several   alternative   for-

mulas   proposed   were   found   to   have   the   same   technical    1imi-

tat ions .

As   a   result,   there   still   exists   no   specific   criterion

for   determining   whether   a   ''severe   discrepancy"   between

ability   and   achievement   exists.      Any   formula   inherently

contains   technical   limitations.      However,    some   direction

is   needed   in   order   to   quantify   the   existence   of   a   severe

discrepaLncy   level    and   lend   some   consistency   to   the   now

inconsistent   diagnosis   of   learning   disabilities.      This   paper

will   compare   and   contrast   four   learning   disability  models,

two   of   which   are   beginning   to   be   implemented   this   year,   to

determine   their   usefulness   as   guidelines,   not   rigid   stand-

ards,   in   the   diagnosis   of   learning   disabilities.      These

models   are   the   proposed   N.C.    State   Department   Public   Instruc-

tion   Guidelines    (1978)    issued   from   the   Learning   Disabilities

Section,    Division   for   Exceptional   Children;    a   revised   form

of   the   N.C.    guidelines;    a   model   which   defines   a   severe

discrepancy   in   terms   of   one   standard   deviation   difference

between   demonstrated   ability   and   achievement;   and   finally

a   model   recently   presented   by   the   School   Psychology

Division,    Pupil   Support   Department,   Charlotte-Mecklenburg

Schools    of   Charlotte,    N.C.     (1978).

STATEMENT    0F    THE    PROBLEM
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The   purpose   of   this   study   is   to   examine   the   effect

of   applying   four   learning   disability  models   to   students

already   diagnosed   as   learning   disabled   in   two   N.C.    counties.

The   parameters    (i.e.,    grade   level,    IQ,   peer   comparisons)

included   and   deleted   within   each   formula   will   be   considered,

as   will   the   number   of   presently   identified   students   quali-

fying   under   one,   two,   three   or   all   four   models.      The   effect

on   federal   contributions   to   the   school   budget   will   also   be

a   consideration.

SIGNIFICANCE    0F    THE    STUDY

As   no   specific   guideline   has   been   uniformly   accepted

for   the   determination   of   a   severe   discrepancy   level,   a   study

comparing   the   effects   of   several   identification   models   is

needed.      This   will   clarify   how   accurately   these   specific

models   and   other   presently   used,    less   well-defined   methods

of   diagnosis   concur   and   also   how   the   models   themselves

differ   in   diagnosis.

The   study   will   illustrate   the   impact   which   implemen-

tation   of   the   proposed   N.C.    guidelines   may   produce   in   two

sample   counties   and   provide   an   overview   of   some   alternative

guidelines.      In   addition,   the   impact   on   numbers   of   individual

students   and   two   school   budgets   will   also   be   examined.



Discrepancy   formulas   are   useful   in   setting   numerical

requirements   around   the   population   to   be   served   and   funded.

However,    they   do   not   necessarily   increase   our   understanding

of  the  nature   of   learning   disabilities.

DEFINITION    0F    TERMS

Part   121a   of   Title   45   of   the   Code   of   Federal   Regula-

tions   was   amended   in   December   1977,    to   read   as    follows:

'Specific   learning   disability'   means   a   disorder

in   one   or   more   of   the   basic   psychological   pro-

cesses   involved   in   understanding   or   in   using

language,    spoken   or   written,   which   may   manifest

itself   in   an   imperfect   ability  to   listen,   think,

speak,    read,   write,    spell   or   to   do   mathematical

calculations.      The   term   includes   such   conditions

as   perceptual   handicaps,   brain   injury,   minimal

brain   dysfunction,   dyslexia,    and   developmental

aphasia.      The   term   does   not   include   children   who

have   learning   problems   which   are   primarily   the

result   of   visual,   hearing   or   motor   handicaps,

of   mental   retardation,   of   emotional   disturbance,

or   of   environmental,   cultural,   or   economic   disad-

vantage    (U.S.    Department   of   Health,    Education   and

Welfare,1977,    p.     65083).

Two   criteria   are   basic   to   the   determination   of   a

learning   disability.      These   are   "(1)   whether   a   child   does

not   achieve   commensurate   with   his   or   her   age   and   ability
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when   provided   with   appropriate   educational   experiences   and

(2)    whether   the   child   has   a   severe   discrepancy   between

achievement   and   intellectual   ability   in   one   or   more   of   seven

areas   relating   to   communication   skills   and   mathematical

abilities"    (U.S.    Department   of   Health,    Education   and   Wel-

fare,1977,    p.    65082).

In   addition,   children   identified   under   most   recent

standards   must   be   of   potentially   normal   intelligence

according   to   the   North   Carolina   guidelines    (1978)    and   most

other   authorities.      Amplification   of   the   term   "potentially

normal   intelligence"   will   be   included   as   a   portion   of   the

later   description   of   each   learning   disability   model.



Chapter   2

REVIEW    0F    THE    LITERATURE

The   diagnosis   of   specific   learning   disabilities   is   a

complex   task,   and   thus   far   a   common   standard   of   identifi-

cation   has   eluded   those   who   seek   to   define   it.      The   first

eraiof   this   field,    according   to   Cecil   Mercer    (1975),   was

highlighted   by   use   of   the   term   brain-injured   and   primarily

sprang   from   the   works   of   Strauss   and   Lehtinen   (1947)    and

Cruickshank,    Bentzen,    Ratzeburg   and   Tannhauser    (1961).

In   later   years,   the   same   child   was   referred   to   as   having

minimal   brain   dysfunction,   this   definition   arising   from   a

three-phase   project   jointly   sponsored   by   Clements    (1966),

the   U.S.    Department   of   Health,   Education   and   Welfare,    and

the   National   Society   for   Crippled   Children   and   Adults.      The

third   era   arose   from   Kirk's   use   of   the   term   "learning   disa-

bility"   in   1962,   now   referred   to   as   a   specific   learning

disability.      Finally   in   1968,    PL   91-320   defined   learning

disabilities   at   length    (U.S.    Office   of   Education,1968),

and   this   is   the   basis   of   the   present   definition   presented

earlier   which   was   taken   from   Title   45   of   the   Code   of   Federal

Regulations.      The   latter   definition   emphasizes   a   disorder   in

one   or   more   basic   psychological   processes   necessary   for

school   performance,   excluding   disorders   primarily   due   to

major   sensory   handicaps   as   blindness   or   deaf ness,   retardation
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and   cultural   deprivation.      In   addition,   the   child   must   be   of

normal   intelligence   according   to   accepted   diagnostic   proce-

dures .

Although   a   common   definition   of   learning   disabilities

may   now   exist,   a   standard   for   judging   whether   a   particular

child   fits   this   definition   does   not.      Divorky   (1974)    stated,

''The   truth   is   that   learning   disabled   are   whomever   the   diag-

nosticians   want   them   to   be"    (p.    20).      His   statement   raises

questions   as   to   the   choice   and   reliability   of   assessment

instruments,   definition   of   the   specific   required   criteria

and   subjective   input   of   the   diagnostician   versus   a   specific

formula   guiding   identification.

One   objective   attempt   to   identify   the   presence   of   a

learning   disability   has   been   to   establish   a   significant

discrepancy   level   between   academic   potential   and   achievement.

Such   formulas   have   their   origin   in   the   determination   of

severe   reading   disabilities.      Another   procedure,less   objec-

tively   quantifiable   and   with   questionable   validity  when

excluding   children,   is   to   establish   significant   intra-

individual   differences   by  measuring   perception,   cognition,

motor   and   verbal   performance   abilities.      This   is   accom-

plished   by   comparing   scores   between   different   tests,   com-

paring   subtest   scores   on   the   same   test   and   applying   clinical

judgment   based   on   observation   of   children's   performance   on

various   tasks    (Chalfant   a   King,1976).

Among   the   first   formulas   determining   achievement-

potential   discrepancy   were   the   Reading   Expectancy   Formula,
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the   Mental   Grade   Procedure,   Years   in   School   Procedure   and

Learning   Quotient   Method.       In   the   Reading   Expectancy   Formula,

Monroe    (1932)    uses   mental   age,    chronological    age   and   arith-

metic   computation   age   to   establish   a   reading   expectancy   age.

Reading  Exp. }IA   +   CA   +   Arithmetic   Com utation  Age

Harris    (1970),    in   the   Mental   Grade   Procedure   uses   mental

age   to   assess   reading   expectancy   by   subtracting   five   from

the   mental   age.

Reading   Exp.    =   MA   =   5

Bond   and   Tinker's    (1967)    formula   for   establishing   the   dis-

crepancy   between   expectancy   and   achievement   considers   years

in   school.

Reading  Exp.   = Years   in  School   x   IQ  +   1.0
10

The   Learning   Quotient   Method   devised   by   Myklebust    (1968)

uses   mental   age,    chronological   age   and   grade   age   to   calcu-

late   potential   learning   ability.      The   ratio   between   present

achievement   level   and   age,    and   expectancy   age   is   used   to

establish   a   learning   quotient.      According   to   Myklebust,

if   the   quotient   is   89   or   below   the   child   may   be   classified

as   learning   disabled.      This   formula   is   slightly   more   complex

and   involves   several   steps.

Lerner    (1971)    summarizes   the   problems   which   arise   in

using   formulas   to   establish   significant   discrepancy   levels.

1.      Valid   measurement   of   intellectual   potential   is

difficult .
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2.      Different   tests   often   measure   different   kinds   of

intel 1 igence .

3.      The   amount   of   discrepancy   which   constitutes   a

significant   disability   seems   to   vary   with   chronological   age.

4.      Although   a   one-or   two-year   discrepaLncy   is   often

used   as   a   criterion,   this   is   inappropriate   for   kindergarten

and   first   grade   children.

5.      These   procedures   neglect   the   role   of   background,

language   and   motivation.

Despite   their   deficiencies,   discrepancy   formulas   are

useful   as   guidelines,   and   the   formulas   presented   in   this

paper   have   attempted   to   avoid   some   of   the   pitfalls   listed

above.      For   example,   because   what   constitutes   a   severe   dis-

crepancy   appears   to   vary   with   age,   the   N.C.    formula   requires

a   smaller   level   discrepancy   in   the   lower   grades   than   the

upper   grades.      The   two   formulas   based   on   standard   deviations

accurately   measure   a   child's   performance   in   comparison   with

his   peers   on   a   constant   basis   which   accounts   for   achievement

differences   at   varying   grade   levels.

The   second   method   establishing   a   discrepancy   consists

of   identifying   significant   intra-individual   differences.

Kirk,   Mccarthy   and   Kirk    (1968)    suggest   comparing   scaled

scores   on   the   Illinois   Test   of   Psycholinguistic   Abilities

(ITPA)    with   the   child's   mean   scaled   score.      The   difference

on   a   subtest   is   significant   if   it   is   one   or   more   standard

deviations   from   the   child's   mean.      Other   practitioners   look

for   consistencies   in   deviation   among   abilities   running
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throughout    the   WISC-R,    Wide   Range   Achievement   Test    (WRAT),

ITPA,    Frostig   Test   of   Visual   Ability   and   the   Bender   Gestalt

Test   for   perceptual-motor   coordination.      Clinical   judgments

also   usually   form   a   basis   for   evaluation.      Kass    (1969)   uses

the   Bayesian   method   to   determine   which   behavioral   symptoms

are   being   observed   by   clinical   workers,    and   the   tests   which

correspond   most   closely   for   measurement   of   these   symptoms.

If   tests   can   be   selected   in   accordance   with   clinical   judg-

ment,   Kass   believes   it   may   be   possible   to   specify   criteria

for   a   learning   disabled   child   at   different   chronological

ages .

In   1976,    the   Commissioner   for   the   Department   of   Health,

Education   and   Welfare   was   mandated   to   provide   a   common

standard   for   the   identification   of   learning   disabilities

(U.S.    Department   of   Health,    Education   and   Welfare,1976).

A   discrepancy   formula   indicating   the   disparity   between

achievement   and   potential   appeared   to   be   the   most   likely

candidate.      The   following   federal   formula   was   proposed   for

consideration:

CA   (j%  +   0.17)   -2.5   =   severe  discrepancy  level   (p.   52407).

Reactions   to   the   proposed   federal   formula   were   varied.

Four   co-authors   responded,    ''We   wish   to   point   out   that   the

formula   for   determining   whether   a   child   has   a   learning   disa-

bility   may   be   rendered   virtually   useless   by   measurement

error"    (Lloyd,   Sabitino,    Miller   6   Miller,1977,    p.    71).

As   a   result,   these   authors   believe   students   who   require

12

services   may   be   ruled   out   with   others   remaining   eligible.

Consider   the   following   example   proposed   by   these   authors.

A   9]/2-year-old   child   has   a   full   scale   IQ   of   loo.      Inserted

in   the   federal   formula,   we   arrive   aLt   a   severe   discrepancy

level     (SDL)    of    2.278.

SDL   =   9.5   (J£  +   0.17)    -2.5   =   2.278

If  we   determine   a   confidence   level   such   that   this   score   is

accurate   95   percent   of   the   time,   the   severe   discrepancy

level   goes   to   1.96   to   2.53    (one   half   year   variance)    and

more   with   a   99   percent   confidence   level.      In   addition,   the

standard   error   of  measurement   is   likely   to   be   even   greater

with   achievement   tests.      Another   topic   dealt   with   by   these

authors   is   the   issue   of  whether   IQ   can   be   accurately   measured

without   being   affected   by   the   learning   disability.

A   second   article    (Sulzbacher   8   Kenowitz,1977)    con-

cerned   itself  with   the   genesis   of   the   federal   formula,   main-

taining   that   its   origin   and   rationale   were   not   explained.

The   formula   had   no   provisions   for   the   diagnosis   of   children

below   school   age   whereas   20   percent   of   the   states   mandate

service   to   the   learning   disabled   population   from  birth   to

age   five.      In   addition,   fourteen   states   report   serving   over

7,000   preschool   learning   disabled   children.      Another   issue

was   that   a   maximum   of   50   percent   of   expected   achievement

was   defined   as   the   severe   discrepancy   level.      Would   that

percentage   be   equivalent   across   different   subjects   and   all

graLdes?      The   state   of   Kentucky   which   does   not   consider
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grades   to   be   equivalent   uses   the   following   criteria   which

are   very   similar   to   the   North   Carolina   model    (Galloway,

Shipper   G   Wilson,1976),    and   which   considers   grade    levels

s eparat e 1 y .

a.      Preschool   and   first   grade   children:      performance

on   a   standardized   readiness   measure   of   minus   two   standard

deviations

b.      Second   grade:      performance   at   grade   level    1.0   or

below

c.      Third   grade:      performance   at   grade   level   I.5   or

below

d.      Fourth   grade:      performance   at   grade   level    2.0   or

below

e.      Fifth   grade:      performance   at   grade   level   2.5   or

below

f.      Sixth   grade:      performance   at   grade   level   3.0   or

below

9.      Seventh   grade:      performance   at   grade   level   3,.5   or

below

h.      Eighth   grade   and   above:      performance   at   grade   level

4.0   and   below.

Sulzbacher   and   Kenowitz   felt   that   the   federal   regula-

tions   met   their   intention   of   setting   numerical   parameters

around   the   population   to   be   served   and   funded.      However,    it

was   felt   that   although   they   simplified   administration,   the

regulations   probably   did   not   provide   a   better   understanding

or   definition   of   the   nature   of   learning   disabilities.
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The   federal   formula   was   consequently   rejected   due   to

specific   technical   limitations.      However,    the   widespread   use

of   formulas   as   guidelines   has   not   diminished,    indicating

that   some   direction   is   needed   in   order   to   quantify   the

presence   of   a   learning   disability.      A   paper   by   Terrance

Jones   and   Robert   Poole   scheduled   for   presentation   at   the

Spring   1978   convention   of   the   National   Association   of   School

Psychologists   compares   the   rejected   federal   formula   and   two

of   the   four   formulas   proposed   in   this   paper,   but   uses

slightly   different   IQ   requirements.      With   the   permission

of   those   authors,   the   four   model   formulas   in   this   paper   will

be   applied   to   those   same   Davie   County,   N.C.    children   with

the   readjusted   IQ   requirement,   and   as   a   comparison,    the

formulas   will   be   applied   to   the   learning   disabled   school

population   of   Watauga   County,   a   county   situated   in   the

Appalachian   mountains    of   N.C.

The   four   learning   disability   models   considered   in   this

paper   are   proposed   as   guidelines,   not   rigid   standards,    in

providing   additional   consistency   to   the   identification   of

learning   disabilities.      In   actual   practice,   formulas   should

be   applied   with   recognition   of   their   technical   limitations

and   with   clinical   judgment.      Their   purpose,   according   to

the   proposed   N.C.    State   Department   of   Instruction   guidelines,

is   to   make   the   definition   of   learning   disabilities   practical

and   operational.



Chapter   3

METHOD

SUBJECTS

The   subjects   of   this   study   include   the   popula'tion   of

school-age   children   certified   as   learning   disabled   in   two

North   Carolina   counties;    Group   A   includes   children   from   a

rural   Piedmont   county   whereas   Group   8   includes   children   from

a   mountainous   N.C.    county   which   is   basically   rural   but   does

contain   a   state   university.      Of   the   156   learning   disabled

children   in   Group   A,    twelve   children   were   excluded   on   the

basis   of   insufficient   data.      One   hundred   twelve   males   and

32   females   compose   the   remaining   population   of   144   students.

Racial   composition   is    124   white   and   20   black   children.      The

diagnosis   of   a   specific   learning   disability   was   made   by

either   the   local   mental   health   agency,   a   local   school   psy-

chologist,   a   regional   psychologist,   a   developmental   evalu-

ation   clinic   or   by   contract   with   a   psychologist   in   private

practice.      A   consensus   of   these   psychologists   is   that   the

primary   consideration   for   learning   disability   identification

is   an   academic   achievement   standard   score   which   is   signif-

icantly   (one   standard   deviation)    lower   than   an   IQ   measure.

In   addition,    some   psychologists   also   consider   achievement

in   relation   to   grade   placement   level,    identification   of   a

"process"   dysfunction,   WISC-R   subtest   scatter,   behavioral
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observations   and   allowance   for   varying   degrees   of   subjec-

tivity.      There   was   also   a   consensus   that   the   IQ   score   should

reflect   normal   potential.

Of   the   71   children   diagnosed   as   learning   disabled   in

Group   8,   eight   children   were   excluded   due   to   insufficient

data.       Fifty-one   males   and   12   females   compose   the   remaining

population   of   63   students.      Of   these   63   students,   all   are

white    (one   child   excluded   from   this   study   on   the   basis   of

insufficient   data   was   black).      This   basically   reflects   the

extremely   low   black   racial   composition   of   the   county.      The

diagnosis   of   a   specific   learning   disability   was   made   by   the

school   psychologist.       In   general,    the   psychologist   looked       ,

for   low   achievement   of   at   least   a   year   below   grade   level,

using   more   specific   diagnostic   tests   such   as   Keymath,   the

Woodcock   Reading   Ma.stery   Test   or   the   ITPA   in   borderline

situations.      In   addition,    she   looked   for   average   scores   on

an   indicator   of   intellectual   functioning,   or   a   scatter   of

subtest   scores   on   the   WISC-R   indicating   the   potential   for

average   functioning.

I NSTRUMENTS

The   instruments   on   which   this   study   was   based   include

a   minimum   of   one   measure   of   intellectual   functioning   and

one   measure   of   academic   achievement   per   child.      To   measure

intellectual   functioning,   either   the   Wechsler   Intelligence

Scale   for   Children-first   edition   or   revised   form   (WISC   or

WISC-R)    or   the   Stan ford   Binet    Intelligence   Test-Form   LM
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was   administered.      To   measure   academic   achievement,    scores

on   the   Wide   Range   Achievement   Test    (WRAT)    or   Peabody   Indi-

vidual   Achievement   Test    (PIAT)    were   used.

The   WISC   or   WISC-R   is    an   individually   administered

measure   of   current   intellectual   capacity   which   consists

of   six   verbal   and   six   performance   subtests,   one   test   in   each

area   being   optional.      A   Verbal    IQ   is   calculaLted   on   the   basis

of   five   verbal   subtests   and   a   Performance   IQ   on   the   basis   of

five   performance   subtests.      A   full   scale   score   based   on   both

the   verbal   and   performance   scales   is   the   basis   of   a   Full

Scale   IQ   score.      The   split-half   procedure,   which   provides

a   measure   of   internal   consistency,   reveals   that   the   Verbal,

Performance   and   Full   Scale   IQs   have   high     reliability   across

the   entire   age   range,   the   average   coefficients   being   .94,

.90,    and    .96,   res|]ectively.      Coefficients   of   correlation

of   scaled   scores   and    IQs   on   the   WISC-R   with   the   Stan ford

Binet   IQ   were   obtained   for   four   groups   of   children   ages

6,    9]/2,12]/2,    and   16]/2.      The   average   coefficients   of   corre-

lation   of   the   WISC-R   Verbal,    Performance   and   Full   Scale   IQs

with   the   Stan ford   Binet    IQ   are    .71,    .60,    and    .73,   respec-

tively.       A   comparison   of   the   mean   WISC-R   Full    Scale    IQ   with

the   mean   Stan ford   Binet   IQ   indicates   that   the   Stan ford   Binet

IQ   is   aLbout    2   points   higher   at   ages   6,    9]/2,    and    12]/2,    while

the   WISC-R   Full   Scale   IQ   is   about   2   points   higher   at   age

1 6 I,2  .

The   Stan ford   Binet    Intelligence   Test-Form   LM   is   an   age

scale   making   use   of   age   standards   o.£   performance   in  measuring
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intelligence   regarded   as   general   mental   aLdaptability.      There

are   six   questions   plus   one   alternate   at   each   half   year   level

from   age   two   to   five,    at   each   year   between   six   and   fourteen,

and   four   adult   levels.      Mental   age   is   found   by   crediting   the

subject   with   his   basal   age   at   which   all   questions   are   passed

plus   prorated   months   credit   for   additional   credit   beyond   the

basal   age.      As   a   measure   of   reliability,   biserial   correla-

tions   were   computed   between   each   individual   subtest   and   the

total   score   with   a   mean   correlation   of   .66.      The   preceding

paragraph   contains   the   average   coefficient   of  correlation

between   the   WISC-R   and   the   Stan ford   Binet-Form   LM.

The   Wide   Range   Achievement   Test    (WRAT)    is   divided   into

Levels    I   and   11.       Level    I    is   designed   for   use   with   children

between   the   ages   of   5   years   0   month   and   11    years    11   months.

Level    11    is   intended   for   use   with   persons   from   12   years   0

month   to   adulthood.      The   three   subtests   at   both   levels   are

(1)    Reading:      recognizing   and   naming   letters   and   pronouncing

words   out   of   context;    (2)    Spelling:       copying   marks   resem-

bling   letters,   writing   the   name,   and   writing   words   to   dic-

tation;   and    (3)   Arithmetic:      counting,   reading   number

symbols,    solving   oral   problems   and   performing   written   compu-

tations.      A   standard   score,   grade   level   and   percentile   score

may   be   calculated   for   each   subject   area.      Correlation   coef-

ficients   range   from   .92   to   .98   for   the   reading   and   spelling

tests   and   from   .85   to    .92   for   the   arithmetic   test.      The   U.S.

Public   Health   Service   designed   a   study   comparing   the

Stan ford   and   Metropolitan   Achievement   Tests   with   the   Wide
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Range   Reading   and   Arithmetic   subtests   yielding   correlations

mostly   between    .60  and   .80.      Other   measures   of   validity   based

on   grades,    grade   level,    age  and   intelligence   have   also   been

completed.

The   Peabody   Individual   Achievement   Test    (PIAT)   provides

an   individually-administered   measure   of   achievement   in   the

areas   of   mathematics,    reading   recognition   and   comprehension,

spelling   and   general   information.      A   basal   of   five   consecu-

tive   correct   responses   and   ceiling   of   five   errors   in   seven

consecutive   responses   is   established   in   each   subtest.      As   in

the   WRAT,    a   standard   score,    grade   level   and   percentile   score

can   be   calculated   for   each   subject   area.      Reliability   coef-

ficients   obtained   by   test-retest   varied   considerably   from   a

low   of   .42  forkindergarten   subjects   in   Spelling,   to  a   high   of

.94  for   third   grade   subjects   in   Reading   Recognition,   with   an

overall   median   of   .78.      Although   the   PIAT   has   been   correlated

with   the   Peabody   Picture   Vocabulary   Test   which   is   a   measure

of   intelligence,    only   one   study   correlated   the   PIAT   with

another   achievement   test   measure   as   of   the   manual's   printing,

and   this   study   meaLsured   a   group   of   educable   mentally   handi-

capped   adolescents   on  the  WRAT  and  PIAT.     Corl.elations   on   the

arithmetic,   reading   recognition   and   spelling   subtests   were

respectively    .58,    .95   and    .85.

PROCEDURE

For   Group   A,   educational   disabilities   resource   teachers

were   requested   to   provide   data   obtained   in   the   evaluations
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of   all   students   subsequently   certified   as   learning   disabled

in   grades    K-12    as   of   November    1976.       Final   data   were   com-

piled   by   the   county's   school   psychologist   and   received   as  of

October   1977.      The   data   reflected   evaluations   given   between

January   1973   and   December   1976.       The   instruments   used,

except   in   the   case   of   those   students   not   considered   for

whom   there   was    insufficient   data,    include   the   WISC,    WISC-R

or   Stan ford   Binet-Form   LM,    and   the   Wide   Range   Achievement

Test.

Data   for   Group   8   students   receiving   learning   disability

services   in   grades   1-8   reflect   placement   evaluations   given

between   December    1975   and   February   1978   and   were   obtained

through   the   county's   school   psychologist   between   February

1978   and   March   1978.       No   kindergarten   or   high   school    stu-

dents   were   then   certified   as   learning   disabled.      The   instru-

ments   used,    except   in   those   cases   where   students   were   not

considered   because   of   insufficient   data,    include   the   WISC-R

or   Stan ford   Binet-Form   LM,    and   the   WRAT   or   PIAT.

The   following   four   learning  disabilities   identification

models   were   applied   to   the   data:

Model    I:       In   the   most   recent   position   paper   issued

by   the   Specific   Learning   Disability   Progl.ams,    Division

for   Exceptional   Children,   N.C.    State   Department   of   Public

Instruction   (1978),   children   classified   as   learning   disabled

must   demonstrate   the   capability   of   average   intellectual

ability   and   manifest   a   significant   discrepancy   between   their

current   educational   placement   and   their   current   performance.
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An   IQ   of   85   or   higher   is   acceptable   for   the   Verbal,    Perfor-

mance   or   Full    Scale    IQ   score   according   to   the   WISC-R   or

Stan ford-Binet.      IQs   of   less   than   85   are   subject   to   clin-

ical   judgment,   but   all   protocols   judged   to   represent

average   potential   must   include   at   least   two   Wechsler   subtest

scale   scores   of   9   or   higher   on   either   the   Verbal   or   Perfor-

mance   scales.      To   determine   the   discrepancy   between   current

educational   placement   and   achievement,   the   pupil's   current

educational   performance   in   months   is   subtracted   from   his

current   educational   placement   in   months.      This   discrepancy

must   be   ''of   suf ficient   magnitude   to   suggest   at   least

model.czte   learning   disabilities   in   any   one   or   combination

of   the   essential   prerequisite   skills   or   academic   areas

(reading,   spelling,   mathematics   or   handwriting)    for   which

a   resource   room   setting   may   be   appropriate"    (N.C.    State

Department   of   Public   Instruction,1978,    p.    2).      The

following   discrepancy   levels   would   determine   a   moderate

level   of   severity:

In   Kindergarten:       6   to   12   months   behind.

In   Grade   1:       9   to    15   months   behind.

In   Grades    2   and   3:       12   to    24   months   behind.

In   Grades    4-6:       24    to    36   months   behind.

In   Grades    7-12:       36   to   48   months   behind.

A   pupil   with   a   severe   specific   learning   disability   would

fall   within   the   following   discrepancy   levels   and   be   most

suitably   placed   in   a   self-contained   program.
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In   Kindergarten:       12   or   more   months   behind.

In   Grade    1:       15   or   more   months   behind.

In   Grades   2   and   3:       24   or   more   months   behind.

In   Grades   4-6:       36   or   more   months   behind.

In    Grades    7-12:       48    or   more   months   behind.

Smaller   discrepancy   levels   are   also   provided   for   identifi-

cation   of  mild   specific   learning   disabilities   but   will   not

be   considered   for   purposes   of   this   paper   as   a   moderate   disa-

bility   must   be   present   in   order   to   receive   help   in   the

resource   room   setting   or   on   a   self-contained   basis.

Model    11:      Model    11    is    identical    to   Model    I    except   that

instead   of   the   current   educational   placement   being   compared

to   achievement,   the   current   educational   placement   plus   any

years   which   a   child   has   been   retained   is   compared   to   the

achievement   level.      This   would   insure   that   a   past   or   present

retention   does   not   prevent   a   learning   disabled   child   from

qualifying   for   services.      For   example,   a   child   in   his   last

month   of   second   grade   with   achievement   at   grade   level    1.6

would   be   eligible   for   services   with   a   moderate   discrepancy.

However,    if   this   child   wet.e   retained,   his   grade   placement

the   next   year   would   be   2.0,   no   longer   creating   a   sufficient

moderate   discrepancy   level.

Model    Ill:       Because   the   WISC-R,    Stan ford   Binet-Form

LM,    WRAT   and   PIAT   all   display   a   standard   score   mean   of   loo

and   standard   deviation   of   15   or   16   points,    comparisons

between   ability   and   achievement   can   be   made   on   the   basis

of   the   statistical,   normal   curve.      In   the   field   of
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statistics,    one   standard   deviation   (15-16   points)    is   usually

regarded   as   being   statistically   significant.      Therefore,

according   to   Model   Ill,   a   specific   learning   disability   may

be   identified   if   there   is   one   standard   deviation   difference,

or   15   points,   between   the   highest   IQ   score   and   lowest

achievement    index.       In   comparison   with      Models    I    and    11,

Model   Ill   takes   into   consideration   the   intelligence   quotient

(for   example,    125   for   a   child   in   the   superior   range)   rather

than   considering   all   children   with   the   potential   for   average

functioning   as   a   group.      This   model   also   provides   for   con-

sistent   comparison   to   one's   peer   group   for   any   age   or   grade.

Model    IV:      The   School    Psychology   Division   of   the   Pupil

Support   Department,    Charlotte-Mecklenburg   Schools,    Charlotte,

N.C.    has   also   proposed   guidelines   which   relate   to   the   eligi-

bility   category  of   specific   learning   disability   as   currently

defined   by   the   North   Carolina   Department   of   Public   Instruc-

tion,   but   in   their   statistical   amplification   of  the   term
"learning   disability"   suggest   guidelines   apart   from   the   ones

N.C.    presently   proposes.      This   model    is   quite   similar   to

Model   Ill   in   that   identification   requires   average   or   above

potential   school-learning   ability   and   one   standard   devia-

tion   (15   points)    difference   between   ability   and   achievement

in   one   academic   area   or   a   ten-point   difference   in   all   three

areas   of   reading,    spelling   cz7td   arithmetic   skills   which   is

experientially   significant   for   the   pupil    (Charlotte-

Mecklenburg,1978,    p.1).      Although   the   written   guidelines

do   not   specifically   define   the   method   by   which   optimal
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school-learning   ability   is   determined,   the   Jastak   Method   of

Psychometric   Analysis   is   commonly   used   in   the   county   and

recommended   by   the   system's   chief   psychologist.      With   this

method,   an   optimal   school    learning   quotient   is   determined

by   combining   the   three   highest   subtest   standard   scores   on

the   WISC-R,    WRAT,    and   Beery   Test    of   Visual-Motor    Integra-

aion   or   Koppitz   scoring   of   the   Bender   Gestalt   Test    (Beery

and   Bender   percentiles   translated   into   standard   scores)    in

a   predetermined   ratio   and   projecting   87   percent   of   this

figure   as   a   child's   optimal   school-learning   ability.      How-

ever,   for   purposes   of   this   study,   optimal   functioning   will

be   determined   as   in   the   other   three   models   by   the   highest

IQ   to   provide   consistency   across   models.       In   addition,

there   is   insufficient   research   presently   to   indicate   whether

or   not   the   Jastak   method   does   predict   optimal   functioning

accurately,   particularly   as   it   may   be   based   on   subtest

scores   which   show   the   lower   correlations   with   total   general

intellectual   functioning.
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Chapter   4

RESULTS

GROUP    A

As   indicated   in   Tables   1   and   2,106   of   the   144   children

in   Group   A   or   73.6   percent   of   those   Group   A   children   pre-

viously   certified   as   learning   disabled   qualified   under

Model    I,    the   N.C.    proposed   model.       In   addition   to   these

children,   an   additional   six   children   who   were   retained   do

not   qualify   under   Model    I   but   do   qualify   under   Model   11

which   allows   years   of   retention   to   be   added   to   educational

placement   when   determining   a   discrepancy.      Of   the   additional

six   children   qualifying   under   this   model,    four   of   the   chil-

dren   do   not   qualify   under   either   Model   Ill   or   IV   based   on

standard   score   deviations,   one   child   qualifies   under   one

additional   model   and   the   sixth   child   under   both   Models   Ill

and   IV.       A   total   of   112   children   or   77.8   percent   of   Group

A   children   qualify   under   Model    11.

When   Model    Ill    is    applied   to   the   data   of   Group   A,    100

of   the   144   children   or   69.4   percent   qualify   based   on   a

standard   deviation   difference   between   the   highest   IQ   and

lowest   achievement   index.      According   to   Model    IV,    a   vari-

ation   of   the   Charlotte-Mecklenburg   formula,    the   100   chil-

dren   of   Model   Ill   plus   an   additional   two   children   or   70.8
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Model    I

Model     11

Model    Ill

Model    IV

Table    1

Number   of   Certified   Learning   Disabled
Students   Identified   Per   Model

Group   A Group   8 Total

106/144 41/63 147/207

112/144 43 / 63 155/207

100/144 46/63 146/207

1o2/144 46 / 63 148/207

Table   2

Proportion   of   Certified   Learning   Disabled
Pupils   Qualifying   Under   Models    I-IV   Per

Groups   A   and   8   and   Averaged   Across
Groups

Model    I

Model     11

Model    Ill

Model    IV

Group   A Group   a Total

.736 .651 .694

.778 .682 .730

.694 .730 .712

.708 .730 .719
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percent   qualify   for   services.      In   both   instances,   the   N.C.

formula   was   in   agreement   for   these   children.

All    four   models   are   in   agreement   for   107   of   Group   A's

144   children   for   a   total   of   74.3   percent.      This   includes   18

children   or   12.5   percent   whom   all   models   identified   as   not

eligible.

According   to   MCNemar's    (1969)    technique   for   testing

the   difference   between   two   percentages   for   correlated   data,

there   is   no   statistically   significant   difference   at   the   one

percent   level   between   any   of   the   four   models   as   applied   to

the   data   of   Group   A.      However,   there   is   a   statistically

significant   difference   at   the   one   percent   level   between

those   students   already   certified   as   learning   disabled   and

the   results   obtained   through   all   four   models.      Table   3

contains   the   resulting   Z   value   for   each   comparison,   with

only   values   above   2.58   indicating   a   significant   difference

at   this   one   percent   level.      The   addition   of   data   on   students

who   were   evaluated   but   not   certified   as   learning   disabled

originally   could   possibly   affect   these   significance   levels.

Also   note   that    for   Model    I   versus   Model    11    and   also   Model

11   versus   Model    Ill,    significance    levels   were   above    1.95,

indicating   significance   at   the   less   stringent   five   percent

1 eve 1.

The   highest   IQ   for   eight   students   is   less   than   85,

indicating   that   these   students   may   not   be   demonstrating

normal   potential.      However,    as   this   matter   also   involves

Table   3

Z   Values    for   MCNemar's   Test   of   Significant
Dif ferences   between   Two   Percentages

for   Correlated   Data
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Model
I                         11                          Ill                        IV                    Original

Group   A

2.449*                      1.616                     I.300                     6.164**

2.060*                  i.768                     5.657**

i.414                    6.633**

6.481**

Group   8

1.414                          1.378

I. 555

1.378                      4.690**

1.555                      4.472**

0.000                     4.123**

4 .123**

Combined    Groups

2.828**                      .603 .302                      7.746**

.905                       7.211**

1.414                       7.810**

7.681**

*p    <     .05.

**p    <     .01.
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clinical   judgment,    students   were   not   disqualified   on   this

basis   alone.

GROUP    8

As   indicated   by   Tables    1   and   2,    41   of   63   Group   8   chil-

dren   or   65.1   percent   qualify   under   the   proposed   North   Caro-

lina   formula,   Model    I.       In   addition   to   these   41   children,

an   additional   two   children   were   retained   who   did   not   qualify

under   Model    I   but   do   qualify   under   Model    11.       Of   these   two

children,    one   qualifies   under   both   Models   Ill   and   IV   and

the   other   child   qualifies   under   neither   model.      A   total   of

43   of   the   63   Group   8   children   or   68.2   percent   qualify   under

Model     11.

When   Model    Ill    is   applied   to   the   data   of   Group   8,    46

or   63   students   or   73.0   percent   qualify   for   learning   disa-

bility   services.      Model    IV   identifies   exactly   the   same

population   identified   by   Model   Ill.

All   four   models   are   in   agreement   for   49   of   63   children

or   77.8   percent.      Twelve   of   these   49   agreements   or   19   per-

cent   of   the   total   cases   are   instances   where   all   four   formulas

agree   a   student   is   non-certifiable.      As   indicated   in   Table

3,   there   is   no   statistically   significant   difference   between

the   percentage   of   students   identified   by   any   of   the   four

formulas.      However,    the   difference   between   each   model   and

those   students   originally   identified   is   significant   at   the

one   percent   level.      There   is   only   one   child   in   Group   8

whose   highest    IQ   score    is   below   85.

COMBINED    RESULTS     FOR
GROUPS    A    AND    a
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Of   a   total   207   children   in   Groups   A   and   8,    147   qualify

under   Model    I,155   under   Model    11,146   under   Model    Ill,    and

148   under   Model    IV,    as    illustrated   in   Table   1.      The   percen-

tage   of   children   qualifying   under   each   model   for   Groups   A

and   8   combined   is   69.4   percent   for   Model    I,    73.0   percent

under   Model    11,    71.2   percent   under   Model    Ill    and    71.9   per-

cent   under   Model    IV,      as   illustrated   in   Table   2.      Table   3

illustrates   the   difference   between   models   is   not   statisti-

cally   significant   except   between   Models   I   and   11,    the

original   and   revised   N.C.    models.      The   number   of   children

identified   by   every   model   is     statistically   different   at

the   one   percent   level   from   the   original   number   in   Groups

A   and    8    combined.



Chapter   5

DISCUSSION

Of   primary   importance   in   applying   these   four   models   to

Groups   A   and   8   is   the   fact   that   there   is   only   one   statis-

tically   significant   difference   at   the   one   percent   level

between   any   two   models   in   the   proportion   of   children   iden-

tified,    and   this   occurs   between   Models   I   and   11   when   the

two   counties   are   combined;   whereas   all   four   models   identify

a   population   statistically  different   from  those   students

presently   certified   as   learning   disabled.      This   fact   alone

indicates   the   consistency   any   one   of   these   models   could

yield   to   the   field   of   identifying   specific   learning   disa-

bilities.      In   75   percent   of   the   cases,   all   four   formulas

are   in   agreement,    including   15.75   percent   of   the   total   cases

in   which   all   four   formulas   indicated   a   child   did   not   qualify

for   learning   disability     services.      One   alternative   to   a

single   model   would   be   to   apply   two   formulas   to   data   of   a

child   suspected   of   a   learning   disability,   one   based   on   the

difference   between   educational   placement   and   achievement

and   another   based   on   a   minimum   standard   score   discrepancy

between   IQ   and   achievement.      Those   children   qualifying   under

both   formulas   with   valid   testing   conditions   could   be   iden-

tified   as   learning  disabled;   children   identified   by  neither

formula   could   be   rejected   as   not   possessing   a   learning
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disability   of   at   least   moderate   intensity;   those   children

qualifying   under   one   formula   only   could   be   subject   to   clin-

ical   judgment   with   the   following   considerations   for   each

model    in   mind.

Model    I,    the   N.C.    formula,    is   based   on   a   discrepancy

between   current   grade   placement   and   grade   level   of   academic

achievement.      This   formula   is   educationally   relevant   and

understandable   for   the   regular   classroom   or   resource   teacher

who   refers   children.      If   a   child   qualifies   under   a   standard

score   formula   and   not   under   Model   I,   the   following   attri-

butes   of   Model   I   warrant   consideration.      First,   if   the   child

has   been   retained,    in   all   cases   for   Groups   A   and   8,   adding

years   retained   to   current   educational   placement   resulted   in

identification   by   the   formula.      However,    five   of   seven   times

this   did   not   agree   with   the   standard   score   formula   which

should   be   considered.      Second,   often   a   child   with   an   above

average   IQ   will   not   qualify   under   Model   I   as   he   will   under

a   standard   score   model   because   the   fact   that   a   bright   child

would   probably   be   performing   above   grade   level   is   not   con-

sidered.      The   school   system   must   decide   whether   school-

1earning   deficits   which   push   the   superior   child   one   year

below   grade   level   are   considered   as   serious   as   the   normal

child   with   an   IQ   of   90   who   is   two   years   behind   grade   level

and   qualifies   for   services.      Conversely,   a   child   with   a

Performance   IQ   of   115,    Verbal   Score   of   90   and   Full   Scale

Score   of   101   may   have   an   academic   index   of   100   and   qualify

under   a   standard   score   formula,   whereas   the   academic   score
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is   in   line   with   the   Verbal   and   Full   Scale   IQs.      Finally,

because   the   amount   of   discrepancy   required   jumps   as   much   as

12   months   between   the   end   of   one   grade   and   beginning   of   the

next   grade,    a   child   15   months   behind   academically   and   quali-

fying   at   the   end   of   third   grade   will   no   longer   qualify   at

the   beginning   of   fourth   grade.      Model    11   deserves   the   same

considerations,   except   tha.t   retentions   will   not   cause   a

child   to   be   disqualified   for   services.

Models    Ill   and   IV   are   based   upon   minimum   standard   score

discrepancies   between   ability   and   achievement.      If   a   child

qualifies   under   the   N.C.   original   or   revised   formula   and

does   not   qualify   under   the   standard   score   formula,    it   is

often   a   child   in   the   low   range   of  normal   intelligence   or   a

student   judged   to   be   of   potentially   normal   intelligence.

An   IQ   of   90   and   academic    index   of   85   may   place   a   child

significantly     below   his   peers,   but   a   lesser   amount   below

his   ability   or   earned   IQ   score.      Often   the   judgment   of

whether   an   IQ   of   85   represents   a   slow   learner   or   potentially

normal   student   whose   scores   are   superficially   depressed   by

the   learning   disability   must   be   made.      Interestingly,   only

two   more   of   the   61   students   not   qualifying   under   Model   Ill

qualified   under   Model   IV   which   offers   the   option   of   a   15-

point   discrepancy   in   one   area   or   a   lo-point   standard   score

discrepancy   simultaneously   required   in   all   thl.ee   of   the

major   academic   areas:      reading,    spelling   and   arithmetic.

Of   these   two   students,    both   also   qualified   under   the   N.C.

formula.
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In   regards   to   present   school   budgets,   the   federal

government   provides   $52.50   per   exceptional   child   yearly

to   the   school   system,    and   this   amount   will   double   by   1982.

For   Group   A,   present   federal   support   for   144   students   would

be   $7,560.      All   four   formulas   agree   at   least   12.5   percent

of   these   students   are   ineligible,   which   could   hypothetically

cut   this   county's   federal   budget   for   learning   disabled   stu-

dents   from   $7,560   to   $6,615,    and   this   decrease   would   double

by   1982.       In   the   case   of   Group   8,    the   reduction   would   be

from   $4,307.50   to   $2,677.50.       However,    it    is    also    likely

that   additional   students   previously   rejected   for   services

would   qualify   under   the   new   formula.

In   summary,   there   is   only   one   statistically   significant

difference   at   the   one   percent   level   between   the   four   dis-

crepancy   models   presented   in   this   paper,   the   difference

existing   between   Models    I   and   11    for   the   combined   groups.

In   contrast,   all   the   models   identify   significantly   different

populations   from   the   original   Groups   A   or   8.      All   four

models   are   in   agreement,    either   positively   or   negatively,

in   75   percent   of   the   cases.      One   possibility   in   identifying

learning   disabilities   would   be   to   apply   two   models,   one

which   considers   a   discrepancy   between   educational   placement

and   grade   level   achievement   and   another   which   compares   an

individual's   highest   IQ   score   with   standard   scores   on   an

achievement   measure.       If   the   student   meets   both   formula

criteria   which   would   consider   differences   in   individual

ability   plus   discrepancies   from   grade   level   achievement,
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he   would   qualify.      If   the   student   did   not   meet   the   required

discrepancy   level   of   either   formula,   he   would   be   rejected   as

having   less   than   a   moderate   discrepancy   necessary   for

resource   room   services.      If   the   student   were   identified   by

one   model   only,    additional   clinical   judgment   based   on   some

of   the   characteristics   discussed   under   each   model   and   other

relevant   data   (personality   characteristics,   diagnostic

reading   or   math   tests,   process   deficits,    etc.)   would

provide   additional   direction   in   the   determination   of   a

learning   disability.
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1.   INFORMTION Score
Discontinue clfter 5 consecutive failures. 1oro

1.    Finger

2.   Ears

3.   Legs

4.   Boil

5.   Nickel

6.   Cow

7.  Week

8.   March

9.   Bacon

10.   Dozen

11.   Seasons

12.   Americcl

13.   Stomach

14.   Sun

15.   Lecip Yecir

16.    Bulb

17.    1776

18.    Oil

19.   Border

20.   Ton

21.    Chile

22.   Glass

23.   Greece

24.   Tall

25.   Barometer

26.   Rust

27.   Los Angeles

28.   Hieroglyphics

2?.   Darwin

30.   Turpentine

•'

2.    PICTURE  COMPLETION        Discontinueafter4 consecutive failures.

Score'or0 Score'or0

I.   Comb 14.   Playing  Card

2.   Woman 15.   Girl  Running

3.   Fox '6.   Coat

4.   Hclnd '7.   Boy

5.   Cat 18.    Scissors

6.   Mirror 19.    Girl

7.   Clock 20.   Screw

8.   Elephant 21.   Cow

9.   Ladder 22.   Thermometer

10.   Dresser 23.   House

11.     Belt 24.   Telephone

12.   Man 25.   Profile

13.   Door 26.   Umbrella

•.

3.    SIMILARITIES        Discontinueaftel.3consecutivefciilures.
Score1oro

1.  Wheel-ball

2.   Cclndle-lamp
I

3.   Shirt-hal

4.   Piano-guitar I

5.   Apple-bancina                                                                                                I score
2,  1, or 0

I

6.   Beer-wine

7.   Cat-mouse
I

8.   Elbow-knee

9.   Telephone-rcidio

10.   Pound-yard

1 1.   Anger-ioy I

12.   Scissors-copper pcin

13.   Mountain-Iclke

14.   Liberty-iustice

15.   First-last II

* 16.   The numbers 4? and  121

17.   Salt-wciter

•lf  the  child  gives  a   1-point  response  to  Item   16,  soy,  "How  else  are  the Max.-3'
numbers  4?  and  l2l  alike?"                                                                                                                     Total



4.    PICTURE  ARRANGEMENT         Discontinueofter3 consecutivefailures.

Arrangement Time Order
Score

(Circle the appropriate score for ecich item.)

Scale (SAMPLE) E=i==E ><><><><
I.  Fight             45,,

I
2

OUT

2 01
OuT

2.  Picnic            45`'
1

2
DOG

2 0'
DOG

3.  Fire                45''
1

2
FIRE

2 0'
l= I  R E

4.  Plank             45`'
I

2
WALK

2 0'
WALK

5.  Burglar        45"
'6-45       „-'5        I-'0

0                                                 13                4               51
THUG

6.Sleeper       45"
16-45          11-15            I.10

0                                               13               4               51
RUSH

7. Artist            45''
16-45         u.15          I-10

0                                                 13                4               51
VINn

8.  Lclsso             45'`
16-45           11-15            I-10

0                                                 13               4               51
CASH

9. Boat             60„
21-60        H-20          I.10

0                               2           13              4              51
HCASE                             CHASE

10. Gcirdener   60"
26-60         16-25          1 -15

0                                2           13              4               51
WROMS                        WORMS

11.  Bench            60"
26.60         16.25          I -15

0                             2          13             4             5'
BECHN                              BENCH

12.  Rciin                60"
26-60         16-25          1.15

0     --..                        2            13               4                51
COLUD                             CLOUD

•,:ple  i,em  firs,.

5.   ARITHMETIC
Discontinue after 3 consecutive failures.

Problem Response
Score1oro

1.    30,`
*2.   30,,

*3.   30,,

4.   30,,

5.   30,,
6.   30,,
7.   30,,
8.   30,`

9. _  30,`

'0.   30,,
11.    30,,

12.   30,,

13.   30,,

14.   45,,

15.    45,`

16.   75,,

17.   75,,

18.   75,,

•:I.Problems   2   and   3   are

3;T,ednm:„tesp::::r :::hco;:      Toto,
recls   it   within   time   limit.

tRound  hcllf-scores upward.

6.    BLOCK    DESIGN    Discontinueafter2 consecutive failures.

Design Time Pass-Fail
Score

(Circle the appropriate score for each design.)

1.     45``
I 2
2 0'

2.    45,`
1 2
2 01

3.    45,,
I 2
2 01

4.    45,, 21-45         16-20         u-15          1-10

04567

5.    75,, 21-75        16-20        u-15         I-10

04567

6.    75,, 21-75         16-20         H-15          1-10

04567

7.    75,, 21-75         16-20          11-15           I-10

04567

8.    75,, 26.75         21.25         16-20          1-15

04567

9.  120,, 56.120       36-55        26-35         1-25
04567

10.   120,, 76-120       56-75        41.55         I-40
04567

1  1.   120„ 81.120       56-80        41.55          1-40

04567

•.

iiiEia

IE-

7.    VOCABULARY      Discontinue otter 5 consecutive fclil.ures. Score2,1,or 0

1.    Knife

2.   Umbrella

3.   Clock

4.   Hat

5.   Bicycle

6.   Nail

7.   Alphabet

8.   Donkey

9.   Thief

10.   Join

1  1.    Brcive

12.   Diamond

13.   Gamble

14.   Nonsense

15.   Prevent

16.   Conlcigious

17.   Nuisance

18.   Fable

19.   Hazardous

20.   Migrate
I

21.   Stanzci
II

22.   Seclude I

23.   Mantis

24.   Espionage
I

25.   Belfry
II

26.   Rivalry
I

27.   Amendment I

28.   Compel II

29.   Affliction

30.   Obliterate

31.    Imminenr

32.   Dilatory

Total

Max.=64



8.    OBJECT  ASSEMBLY     Civeentiretesttooll children.

Obiec, Time

Enter NumberofCorrectly
Multiply Score

Joined Cuts by (Circle the appropriate score for each item.)

Apple (SAMPLE) XXXXX
1.Girl       120„

(0-6)
1

31-120         21.30            1-20

0             1             2             3             4             516             7             8
PERFECT  ASSEMBLY

2. Horse  150"
(0-5)

I
36-150         21.35          16.20           1-15

0              1              2             3             4      15              6             7              8|
PEftFECT  ASSEMBLY

3.Car      150''
(0-9)

I/2.
51 -150         36-50        26.35          I -25

0                 1                  2                 3                 415                 6                 7                 8|PERFECTASSEMBLY

4.Face    180`'
(0-1 2)

y2*

76.180        51.75        36-50          I.3S

0             1             2             3             4            5      I      6             7             8             9|
PERl:ECT  ASSEMBI.Y

•*Round  half-scores  upward.

9.    COMPREHENSION      Discontinue after 4 consecutive foilures.
Score2,1,or 0

I.   Cur finger

2.   Find wallel
t3.   Smoke

*4.   Policemen

5.   Lose ball

6.   Fight

*7.   Build  house

*8.   License plates

*9.   Criminals

10.   Stamps

11.   Inspect meat

*12.   Chcirity

13.   Secret ballot

*14.   Paperbacks

15.   Promise

*16.   Cotton

*17.   Senators

.I

11.    DIGIT  SPAN  (Optional)      Discontinueafterfoilure on both lr;a/sofonyitem.
Administer both tri.ci/s of ecich item, even ifchild  passes tirst trial.

DIG ITS FORWARD                                                                                                                                              Score
Tl.icll    1 Pass-Fail Trial  2 Pass-Fail 2, 1, or o

1. 3-8-6 6-I -2

2. 3-4-1 -7 6-1 -5-8

3. 8-4-2-3-9 5-2-1 -8-6

4. 3-8-9-1 -7-4 7-9-6-4-8-3

5. 5-1 -7-4-2-3-8 9-8-5-2-1 -6-3

6. 1 -6-4-5-9-7-6-3 2-9-7-6-3-I -5-4

7. 5-3-8-7-1 -2-4-6-? 4-2-6-9-1 -7-8-3-5

Administer DIGITS BACKWARD even  if                                                            Totcll Forward

Max.=14

chi d scores 0 on DIGITS FORWARD.

DIG ITS  BACKWARD                                                                                                                                         Score
Trial  ' Pass-Fail Tricl'  2 Pclss-Fail 2, 1, or 0

1. 2-5 6-3

2. 5-7-4 2-5-9

3. 7 -2-9 -6 8-4-9-3

4. 4-1 -3-5-7 9-7-8-5-2

5. 1 -6-5-2-9-8 3-6-7-1 -9-4

6. 8-5-9-2-3-4-2 4-5-7-9-2-8-I

7. 6-9-1 -6-3-2-5-8 3-1 -7-9-5-4-8-2

Totcil Backward

Max.='4
Max.=28

+
For\^/ord     Bcickward            Total

•If  the  child  replies  with  only  one   idea,  ask   him   tor  a  second   response.  Rephrc.se  the  lest  item  opproprialely,  saying,  ''Tell   me

another  thing  lo  do  (reason  why,  advantage  of) .... "

10.   CODING
Time Score

A   (forchildren under 8)                                  120" (0-50)

B   |forchildren 8 &older)                                120" EliilE (0-93)

- #cOIN® Af   -- Score  lnelnding  Timelomus
for Perfe€l Performance

Tine
in Sconds Score

" - , 2o us
tot-„O -46

9'-loo 47
81.90 48
7'-80 49

i,      I-70 50

12.    MAZES  (Optional)      Discontinueafter2 consecutive failures.

Maze
Maximum

Errors
Score

Errors (Circle the appropriate score for each maze.)
SAMPLE I=ii==EE=EI>< >< >< >< >< >< ><

1.            30,, 1
1   Error                 O  Errors

012

2.           30,, ' I   Error                O  Errors
0'2

3.           30,, I
I   Error                O  Errors

0'2

4.           30,, 2 2  Errors                I   Error                  O  Errors

0'23

5.          45,, 2 2  Errors                I   Error                  O  Errors

0'23

6.          60,, 3 3  Errors               2  Errors                  I   Error               0  Errors
01234

7.         I 20,, 3 3  Errors               2  Errors                 I   Error                O  Errors
0'234

8.         I 20,, 4 4  Errors               3  Errors                2  Errors                1   Error                O  Errors

012345

9.         I 50,, 4 4  Errors               3  Errors                 2  Errors                I   Error                O  Errors

0'2345

E=
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Year 11 (6 lesls x  I ,  or 4*  tests  x  1 '/2 I

.....„.camp.:::sr`'(I;6of`63,`::`5Soxf`6'+a)r4["is':..:.:.`1.2.'c..../d._..e....f....I......*1.   Formboard   (I+)   [       ]  a....b....
......   2.   Delayedresponse  (2+)   [       ]  a....  b....  c.... .....   2.   Patience:pictures  (I+)    [       ]   a....  b....
......*3.   Partsofbody  (4+)   [      ]  a....b..._c.._.d....e....f....g.... .....*3.   Discr.animalpictures  (4+)    [       I
......   4.   Blocktower  (±)    [       ] .....*4.   Responsetopictures  (Level  I,2+)    [       ]   a..._   b....   c....                   I
......*5.   Picturevocabulary  (3+)    [       ] ...._   5.   Sorlingbuttons  (2min.)  Errors....  I      ]
......*6.   Wordcombinations  (±)    [       ] .....*6.   Comprehensionl  (I+)    [       ]   a....   b....
......   A.    Ident.obi.byname  (5+)   [       ]  a____b....c..__d....e..__f..._ .....   A.   Comp.sticks    (3of3,or5of6+)    [       ]   a....b....c..../d....e....I...;I

Year 11-6  (6  tests  x  1,  or 4*  tests  x  1 I/2)

.....„.  picture v:::::rarty6t,:;:,x :, a; 4„es,s x „,„                          ,......*1.    Ident.obi.byuse  (3+)   [       ]  a____b....c....d....e....f....

_.....   2.   Partsofbody(6+)    [       ] .....*2.   Obi.frommemory  (2+)    [       ]   a....   b....   c....
......*3.   Namingobi.  (5+)   [       ]  a....b....c..._d....e....  f.... .....*3.   Opp.analogiesl  (2+)    [       ]   a....   b....   c....   d....   e....
......*4.   Picturevocabulary  (8+)    [       ]

:::::*::   ;jicstc.rj.df:::s((38++))  [[      ]]a----b----C--.-d....   e....   I....                         .......*5.    2digiis   (I+)     [        ]    47....   63____   58.___

......   6.   Simplecommands  (2+)    [       ]   a_...   b....   c.._. .....   6.   Comprehensionll  (2+)    [       ]   a....   b.`..

......   A.   Formboard:rot.  (2+)    [       ]   a....   b._..   C.... .....   A.   Sent.mem.I  (I+)    [       ]   a....   b..._                                                                     I

Year Ill (6 tests x  I,  or 4* tests  x  I I/2) Year lv-6 (6 tests x  1, or 4* lesls x  1 I/2)
......1.   Slringingbeods  (4+)  2min.  [      ] .....1.   Aesth.comp.  (3+)    [       ]   a....   b....   c....
_.....*2.   Picturevocabulary  (10+)    [       ] ----_*2.-----*3.-_--_4.

i:tt?esri::n,;i(a:ief;:I(;±])a[i..]:_...c....''
......*3.   Blockbridge   (±)    [       ]

......*4.   Piclurememories  (I+)    [       ]   a....   b....

......*5.   Copyingcircle  (I+)    [       ]   a....   b.._.   c....

::::i::  ::::rmei;:inos::n` :T('||)   i  a-,---a-?------b-:::--                                         ,......   6.   Verticalline   (±)    [       ]

......   A.   3digits  (I+)    [       ]   641....   352....   837.... .....   A.   Pict.ident.  (4+)    [       ]

..,,,.



RE
Year V (6 tests x  I,  or 4* lesls x  I I/2)

Pic[.compl.:man  (2pts.+)   [       ]

Foldingtriangle  (±)    [       ]

Definitions  (2+)    [        I    a ....   b ....   c._..

Copying  squCire  (1+)    [

Pict.  sim.  & dif.11   (9+)     [

Patience: rectangles  (2+)
Knol(±)     [        ]

a.--.b.---c----

Ja----b----c----

Year Vll  (6 lesls  x  2,  or 4* tests x 3)

__...1.    Pict.absurd.I   (4+)   [       I  a .... b.__.c .... d .... e ....

_____*2.    Simil.:2(2+)     [         ]    a ....   b ....   c ....    d ....

.... _*3.   Copyingdiamond  (I+)   [       ]  a ....  b ....  c ....

..... *4.   Comprehension  lv   (3+)   [       ]  a .... b .... c .... d.._.e .... f ....

.....   5.   Opp.analogieslll  (2+)   [       I  a ....  b ....  c ....  d ....

__...*6.   5digits   (I+)   [        ]   31859 ....  48372 ....  96183 ....

.... _    A.   3dig.rev.   (I+)   [        ]   295 ....  816 ....  473..__

Year Vl  t6 lesls x 2, or 4* lesls x 3)

Vocabulary(6+)    [       ]
Differer}ces  (2+)     [        ]    a ....   b ....   c.._.

Mut.pictures  (4+)     [        ]    a ....   b..__   c ....   d.___   e ....

Numberconcepts   (4+)    I        ]   a..._I).___c____d____e___.

Opp.analogiesll   (3+)     [        ]    a.__.   b._..   c ....   d ....

Maze(2+)    [       ]   a ....   b ....   c ....
Responsetopictures  (Levelll,2+)    [       ]

Year Vlll (6 tests x 2, or 4* tests x 3)

.._..*1.   Vocabulary(8+)     [        ]

____.    2.   WetFall   (5+)   [        ]  a ....  b ....  c ....  d ....  e ....  f ....

_____*3.    Verb.absurd.I   (3+)    [         ]   a___.b ....  c ....  d ....

..... *4.   Sim.&dif.  (3+)   [        ]  a ....  b ....  c ....  d ....

_____*5.   Comprehensionlv   (4+)     [        ]

.....   6.   Daysofweek  (orcler,2checks+)   [      ]  Tu .... Th..._F___

.....   A.   Prob.sit.I  (2+)   [        ]  a ....  b ....  c ....

0

Year lx 16 lesls x 2, or 4* tests x 3) Year Xll  16 tests  x 2,  or 4* tests  x 3)
._..__    1.    Papercutting(I+)     [        ]    a....   b.... --.    ::   #ab:s::s:r;[d(,:I;(t±)T[)[  []]  I
.__...    2.   Verb.absurd.II  (3+)   [        ]  a....b....c....d....e....

.___..*3.    Designsl  (I+or2with  I/2  ea.)   [        ]  a....b....

.._.__*4.    Rhymes:new form   (3+)   [        ]  a....  b....  c....  d.... ......   4.   5dig.rev.(I+)   [        ]   81379....69582....92518___.
__..__*5.   Change  (2+)   [        ]   10-4....15-12....  25-4....

:::::::::  #ns:ruasc:oW#.S,I((33++))  5[mii.   [      ]....._*6.   4dig.rev.  (I+)    [        ]   8526....4937....  3629.._.

.._...   A.   Rhymes:old form  (2+)   30sec.  [        ]  a....  b....  c.... ------A.    Designsll   (±)     [         ]

Year X (6 Iesls x 2, or 4* tests x 3) Year(X[[l (6 lests x 2, or 4* tests  x 3)

.___..*1.   Vocabulary(ll+)     [        ] ......*1.   Planofseatch   (±)    [       ]

......   2.   BIockcounting(8+)    [       ] ......*2.   Abstraclwbrdsll  (4+)    [       ]

......*3.   Abstractwordsl  (2+)   [       ]  a....b....c....d.... ......   3.   Sent.mem.illl  (I+)   [        ]  a....b....

..._..   4.   Findingreasonsl  (2+)   [       ]  a....b.... ......*4.   Prob.fact.,(2+)   I       ]  a....b....c....

......*5.   Wordnaming  (28inlmin.+)    [      ] ......*5.   Dissect.se+I.  (2+)   1min.  [       ]  a....b....c....

..._..*6.   6dig.  (I+)   [       ]  473859....  529746....  728394.... ......   6.   Beadchairmem.(±)2min.[       ]

......   A.   Verb.absurd.Ill  (2+)   [        ]  a....b.._.c.... .._...   A.   Papercuttirg(2+)    [       ]

Yecir Xl  (6 tests  x  2,  or 4*  Iesls x 3) Year XIV (6 tests x 2, or 4* tests x 3)
......*1.    Designsl(1L/2+)    [        ] ......*1.   Vocabulary(17+)    [       ]

______*2.    Verb.absurd.IV   (2+)    [        ]   a....b....c....

:::::::::   :nedauscoti::g(I,±()±;     [  ]    :----b----C----d---_e....f____Rule.._.......*3.   Abstrclctwords  ll  (3+)   [        ]  a....  b....  c....  d....  e....

.._...   4.   Sent.mem.Il(1+)   [        ]    a....   b.... ......*4.   Ingenuityl((I+)   3min.  [        ]  a....b....c....

------5.    Prob.sit.lI   (±)     [         ] ......   5.   Directionl(3+)   [       ]  a....b....c....d....e....

.....*6.    Sim!l.:3  (3+)   [        ]  a....b....c....d....e.... ......   6.   Recon.opb.  (2+)   [       ]  a....b....c....d....c....

......   A.   Findingreasonsll  (2+)   [       ]  a....  b.... ......   A.   Ingenuityl|  (I+)   3min.  [       ]  a....



Examiner's  notes:

•qsgios lou  sBm 9t[  ------------------------ Asno|B9.I  ou P9SnolB  u[o®u!|    (P

•u!i319[]i![  u39q  SBq 319q]  ------------------------------  fup 918  Surt!eJ]S 9qLL    (0

•ilEur  8 9q  s{BMie  uBo  9uo  ----------------------------  `OI9u  E  eq  SABiIA[B  ]OuuB®  9uO    (q

•9IH 9qu I9^o  S]nu]S9uo  ]SBol  o] -------------------- uloo  clod o] 8|![ 9AA    (e

I  Noii]idw09  snxNlw

Aver. Adult (8 tests x 2, or 4* tests x 41

...... H   Vocabulary(20+)   [      I

...... *2.   Ingenuityl(2+)    3min.   [       ]

...... *3.   Diff.  bet.cibstractwords  (2+)   [       ]  a ....  b ....  c ....

......   4.   Arith.  reas.  (2+)   I  min.  I        ]  a._..  b ....  c ....

......   5.   Proverbsl  (2+)   [       ]  a .... b ....  c ....

......   6.   Directionll  (4+)   [        ]  a_...b ....  c ....  d ....  e ....

...... *7.   Essen.cliff.   (2+)   [        ]  a.._.b ....  c ....

_ .....   8.   Abstraclwordslll   (4+)   I       ]  a ....  b ....  c ....  d ....  e ....

......   A.   Binetpapercutting   (±)    I        1

Super. Adult I (6 tests x 4, or 4* tests x 6)
...... *1.   Vocabulary(23+)    [       ]

..__..    2.   Enclo.sedboxes  (4+)   [        ]  a.~..b ....  c..._d ....

...... *3.   Minkuscompl.II  (2+)    5min.   [       I

...... *4.   6dig.rev.  (I+)   I       ]  471952 ....  583694 ....  752618..._

..... _*5.   Sent.bldg.  (2+)   [        ]  a ....  b ....  c ....

......    6.    Essen.simil.  (3+)   [        ]a ....  b.__.c ....

......   A.   Recon.opp.(4+)    [       ]

Super.  Adult 11  (6 tesl.s  x 5, or 4*  tests  x 7'/2)

...... *1.   Vocabulary(26+)    [       ]

......   2.   Findingreasonslll  (2+)    [       ]   a ....   b ....

...... *3.    Proverbsll  (I+)    [        ]   a ....   b.._.

...... *4.   Ingenuityl(3+)    3min.   [       ]

...... *5.    Essen.cliff.(3+)     [        I

......   6.   Passagel:Vc]lueof Life  (±)    [       ]

......   A.   Codes  (I+9r2with  I/2  ea.)  3min.  [       ]  a .... b ....

Super. Adult 11116 lesls x 6, or 4* lesls x 9)

...... *1.   Vocabulary(30+)    [       ]

......   2.   Proverbslll  (2+)   [       I  a._..b ....  c ....

...... *3.   Opp.analogieslv  (2+)   [       ]  a .... b .... c ....

......   4.   Directionlll  (2+)   [       ]  a .... b ....

...... *5.   Reasoningll5min.   (±)    [        ]

...... *6.    Pclssagell:Tests   (±)     [        ]

..___.   A.   Opp.clnalogiesv  (2+)   [       ]  a .... b .... c ....

I.    Orange
2.   envelope
3.    straw
4.   puddle--

VOCABULARY

7.    roar
8.    eyelash..
9.   Mars

''ugg]er-----------------------

scorch
lecture.._......_.....

skill---_-_--__--------.-

4.   brunette
muzzle...........__.............__...._

haste-.-.----------.------------------------

peculiarity
priceless....,...................................................._..__....._.__...._____....

9.    regard__
tolerate_-__.--______

disproportionate
lotus

mosaic-___-.----.-----.-.-..

stave .--- _ _ -----------.------

bewail--..-------.--------.--

ochre.---..____----------------.-----..---...--

28.     repose .....................................

29.     ambergris --------------------------------

30.    limpet ----
31.    frustrate
32.    flaunt
33.   incrustation
34.   retroactive
35.   philanthropy.
36.    piscatorial .....

MINKuS   COMPLETION   11

a)   He is ................................ well grounded in geography ................................ his  brother,
................................ he is not so quick in arithmetic.

b)   ...................... he give me his word,  I  will  not trust him.

c)   You must not ,...................., imagine that my silence has been due to ignorance of what is going on.

d)   ............................ either of us could speak, we were at the bottom of the stairs.

37.     milksop ------------------

38.     harpy ---------------------

39.    clepredation.._ .........

40.    perfunctorv ........ _ ..........................

41.   achromatic
42.      casuistry -------------------------------------------------------.------------------.---------

43.   homunculus
44.     sudorific ....................................................................................

45.     parterre ................................. _ ................... _..__ ............ _ ..............

Score
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PAGE 2. ARITHMETIC, LEVEL I
ORAL PART

®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®     ®        e

I,£T
3  pennies,  spend  I   ?

9§S 3  Fingers.        8  fingers.                                 9or  6?           42  or  28?                       i7

3  +  4  apples? 9  marbles,  lose  3?

WRITTEN PART

I+1-

4-1-

6+2-
$62.04         l±hr.  =  _min.
-5.30

a+a-

6)968

B-S- 823
X96 £ of 3 5  -

27)381 8  yr.   =               mo.           Multiply:     7.9  6
30.8

2! doz.  -

Which i8 more?                                     Find the average of                   Write a8 a percent

tor  iij    Ane.                                  24,18,  21,  26,17

Abe,

1% + 8 -

4€  x  3*  -

8X8X!-
Write a8 decimal:

a --          20%ofl20 -

8.2  )  6  2.7  0  3
Change to familiar

numerals:

M  C  X  L  11   -

(-5)(+9)-

Find intereet on

$300  at  4i9ro  for  7  mo.

Solve:

y  +  ( 9  -  8y )  -  6 5

Find8quareroot:      v/3  3  4.8  9

6,

ARITHMETIC-LEVEL I:  FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP COMPARISONS  USE  ONLY  STANDARD  SCORES  ON  PAGES  16  TO
29 0F MANUAL.

Score   Grade Score    Grade Score   Grade Score       Grade

Gr.1.0
1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Score

21
22
23
24
25

PAGE 3. ARITHMETIC, LEVEL 11
ORAL PART

I.  Counts  I-5           2.  Counts  6-15           3.  Reads  3               4.  Reads  5                     5.  Reads  6
6.Reads  l7               7.Reads41                  8.Pennie83-I        9.Apples3   +4         10.Marbles9-3

WRITTEN PART
2i +  ,i -

726
-349            tof30   =

229
5048

63

+   I   38   I

9)4527                 i€ft.=

2-

809
X   4  7         Write a8percent:

•42-

Subtract:                        Multiply:   6.2  3 Find average:                         Write a8 decimal:

34,16,45,39,27               52±   %=_

Write a8 percent:

a-_%

2.9  )  3  0  8.8  5

5ft.    5in.                 M-
8   ft.11    in,

6  x  3!   -

150/o  of   175   =

•25  +  , i  -

Write a8 common fraction

inlowe8t  terms:     .075   =

The complement of an angle

of 300  -
36

Ifa=7,b=3,              ±%of60=

aL2  +  3b  =                               668q.ft.  =

Solve :
7  -(6 + 8)

Add:

- x - y - 23
x - y + 22

Factor:                        r! -5 I -6
r2+25-10r                    r+   I

Change to familiar
numerals:  M D C X C  I  =

Find intere®t on SI ,200

at  697o  for  70  days.  An®.

3p-q  -I0         v/_2T==6
X-__
+,-£
X-

Find ®quare  root:

v/   6 7 0 8  I
logio (Tk)                  log, 5 Vi

Reduce :                                  Find root :

k2+k   3k-3                 2x2-36x=   162

k2        k2-I

ARITHMETIC-LEVEL   11:   FOR   INDIVIDUAL   AND   GROUP   COMPARISONS  USE  ONLY  STANDARD  SCORES  ON  PAGES  30
TO 42 0F MANUAL.
Score  Grade Score   Grade Score      a



PAGE 4, READING
LEVEL 11

Twolettersinnamet2t               A       8       0       S       E       R       T       H       P       I       U       Z       Q     (i})      is

milk         city        ]n        tree        animal        himself        between        chin        Split        form    2s

grunt        stretch        theory       contagious        grieve        toughen       aboard        triumph   33
contemporary        escape        eliminate        tranquillity      conspiracy        image        ethics   4o

deny         rancid         humiliate        bibliography         unanlmous         predatory         alcove   47

scald        mosaic        municipaLl        decisive       contemptuous       deteriorate      stratagem   s4

benign       desolate       protuberance       prevalence       regime       irascible       peculiarity   6i

pugilist     enigmatic      predilection      covetousness      Soliloquize      longevity      abysmal   68

ingratiating     oligarchy     coercion     vehemence     sepulcher     emaciated     evanescence   7s

centrifugal         subtlety         beatify         succinct         regicidal         schisln         ebullience   82

misogyny      beneficent.    deBuetude      egregious      heinous      internecine      synecdoche   89

FOR  INDIVIDUAL  AND  GROUP  COMPARISONS  USE  ONLY  STANDARD  SCORES  0N  PAGES  16  TO  42  0F  MANUAL.

'LEVEL I

cat          see          red          to          big          work         book         eat         was         him         how   36

then         open         letter        jar          deep         even         spell          awake        block          size   46

weather       should       lip       finger       tray       felt       stalk          cliff           lame       Struck   56

approve       plot           huge           quality           sour           imply            humidity            urge   64

bulk                   exhaust                   abuse                   collapse                   glutton                   clarify   7o

recession            threshold            horizon            residence            participate            quarantine   7®

luxurious            rescinded            emphasis            aeronautic

putative             endeavor             heresy             discretionary
rudimentary             miscreant             usurp             novice

seismograph         spu rious          id iosyncrasy         itinerary

intrigue            repugnant   82

persevere              anomaly   88

audacious              mitosis   94

pseudonym          aborigines  loo

Two  letters  in  name  t2t

A        R        Z        H        I        Q        S        E        8         O    io

A      8      0      S      E      R      T      H      P      I      U      Z      Q    25
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Subtest  1
MATHEMATICS

FliEN

Demonstration  and  Training  Exercises
I.rial    Exercise A           Exercise  B          Exercise  c         Exercise  D         Exorcise  E1 (4)_ (3)_ (2)_ (1)_ (2)_
3 (4)_ (3)_ (2)_ (1)

BASAL   AND   CEILING   RULES:
Basal:      5 consecutive correct  responses
Ceiling:   5 errors in 7 consecutive  responses

Suugj%ec::efre8#c::¥8` bsei%#jn8  Points  for  typica I

11. (1)_.
12. (3)_
13. (4)_
14. (2)_

® 15. (4)_
16. (3)_
17. (1)_
18. (3)_
19. (2)_
20. (3)_
21. (2)_
22. (1)_
23. (2)_
24. (2)_

©25. (I)_
26. (4)_
27. (3)_
28. (1)_
29. (3)_

©30. (2)_
31. (2)_
32. (4)_
33. (4)_
34. (2)_

©35.(3)_   ® 60.(1)-
36. (1)_       61. (3)_
37.(2)_   ® 62.(1)_
38. (3)_      63. (4)_
39.(1)_   ® 64.(3)_

® 40. (3)_       65. (2)_
41. (4)_      66. (2)_
42. (4)_      67. (4)_
43. (I)_      68. (4)_
44. (3)_      69. (1)_

©45. (4)_       70. (1)_
46. (2)_      71. (2)_
47. (1)_      72. (I)_
48. (1)_       73. (1)_
49. (3)_      74. (3)_

©50. (3)_      75. (3)_
51. (2)_      76. (4)_
52. (4)__       77. (3)_
53. (4)_      78. (2)_

®54. (4)_       79. (3)_
55. (2)_      80. (4)_
56. (3)_        81. (2)__
57. (I)_      82. (I)_

® 58. (2)_       83. (2)_
59. (2)_      84. (2)_

Subtest I      Mathematics

RAW  SCORE  CALCULATION

Ceiling item -Errors _
Raw Score _

Subtest 2
READING  RECOGNITION

PiEN

Demonstration  and  Training  Exercises
Trial     Exercise A         Exercise  B          Exercise  c         Exercise  D         Exercise  E

1 (3)_ (1)_ (4)_ (2)_ (1)_
2(3)
3(3)

BASAL AND  CEILING  RULES:
Basal:      5 consecutivecorrect  responses
Ceiling:   5 errors  in  7  consecutive  responses

STARTING  POINT:
Raw Score on the  Mathematics Subtest.

1.  (1)

2.  (2)

3.  (1)

4, (4)

5. (3)

6.  (2)

7.  (I)

8.  (2)

9.  (4)

10.  a  b

11. Aa

19.  run

23. wagon

24. fishing

25.  brook

26. gloves

27.  smile

28. colt

29.  round

30. blaze

31. feather

32. flour

33.  igloo

34.  liquid

35. purse

36. dangerous

37.  lodge

38.  stylish

39. accident

40.  ruin_

41. exercise

42.  pigeon

43.  moisture

44.  artificial

45. anchor

46. elegant

47. gaudy

48. treacherous

49. yacht

50. guerilla

51.  boisterous

52.  isthmus

53. anticipation

54. vertebrates

55. contemplate

56.  heroine

57.  unparalleled

58.  inaccessible

59.  colleague

60.  medieval

61.  pinnacle

62.  picturesque

63. adjacent

64.  navigable

65. diminutive

66. ensign

67.  dilapidated

68. bureaucrat

69.  adulation

70. exorbitantly

71.  epoch

72. aesthetic

73. deluge

74. didactic

75. titular

76.  credulity

77.  judiciable

78.  nihilism

79.  pharyngeal

80.  pterodactyl

81.  macrocosm

82.  chimerical

83. disaccharide

84. apophthegm

Subtest2      Reading
Fiecognition

F}AW   SCORE   CALCULATION
Ceiling item -Errors _
Raw Score _

Subtest 3
READING  COMP
NOTE:  This  subtest  is  to  I

§o§!tJ§F;::t:Rse§a!d:.;:;u:Pjioc!°spvpe::+::
Demonstration  and  Tr
Trial      Exercise  A               Exercise  I

1 (3)_  (2)_
2 (3)_ (2)_
3 (3)_ (2)_

BASAL   AND   CEILING   RUL
Basal:       5consecutivect
Ceiling:   5  errors  in  7  cor

STARTING  POINT:
Raw  Score  on  the  Readir

19.(3)-    41,(€
20.(1)_    42.(3
21.(2)-    43.(I
22.(3)_    44.(4
23.(2)_    45.(2
24.(3)_    46.(€
25.(1)-    47.(I
26.(1)-    48.(I
27.(2)_    49.(2
28.(3)-    50.(a
29.(2)_     51.(2
30.(1)--     52.(4
31.(3)_    53.(3
32.(4)_    54.(4
33.(2)_    55.(2
34.(4)_    56.(4
35.(3)_    57.(2
36.(4)_    58.(4
37.(I)-    59.(3
38.(2)_    60.(2
39.(3)-    61.(3
40.(1)_    62.(2

Subtest3      Readir

RAW   SCORE   CAL(

Ceilir

Fiav\



FliEN
NITloN

}ning  Exercises
Exercise  c         Exereise  D         Exercise  E

(4)-(2)-(1)-I-
(2)_ (1)

BASAL AND  CEILING  RULES:
Basal:      5 consecutive correct  responses
Ceiling:   5  errors  in  7  consecutive  responses

STARTING  POINT:
Raw Score on the  Mathematics  Subtest.

31. feather

32. flour

33.  igloo

34.  liquid

35. purse

36. dangerous

37.  lodge

38.  stylish

39. accident

40. ruin_
41. exercise

42.  pigeon

43.  moisture

44. artificial

45. anchor

46. elegant

47. gaudy

48. treacherous

49. yacht-
50. guerilla

51.  boisterous

52.  isthmus

53.  anticipation

54. vertebrates

55. contemplate

56.  heroine

57. unparalleled

58.  inaccessible

59. colleague

60.  medieval

61.  pinnacle

62.  picturesque

63. adjacent

64.  navigable

65. diminutive

66. ensign

67. dilapidated

68. bureaucrat

69. adulation

70. exorbitantly

71. epoch

72. aesthetic

73. deluge

74. didactic

75. titular

76.  credulity

77.  judiciable

78.  nihilism

79.  pharyngeal

80. pterodactyl

81.  macrocosm

82. chimerical

83. disaccharide

84. apophthegm

Subtest2      Reading
Recognition

RAW  SCORE  CALCULATloN
Ceiling item -Errors -
Raw Score _

subtest 3                    F]iEN
READING  COMPREHENSION

i.!o:i;::t;slja;,:,:n;;:f:i;o!jo:jpe;:#:§:;i;:tnTg:a:;Rpi:a:#g;#e:i!;r!:tioii
Demonstration  and  Training  Exercises
Trial      Exercise A              Exercise  B             Exercise  c             Exercise  DI (3)_ (2)_ (4)_ (4)_

(4)_ (4)
3 (3) ----.. (2)- (4)- (4)-

BASAL   AND   CEILING   RULES:
Basal:      5 consecutive  correct  responses
Ceiling:   5  errors  in  7  consecutive  responses

STARTING  POINT:
Raw  Score  on  the  Reading  Recognition  Subtest.

19.(3)_   41.(3)_   63.(4)_
20.(1)_   42.(3)_   64.(3)_
21.(2)_    43.(1)__    65.(4)_
22.(3)_   44.(4)_   66.(I)_
23.(2)_   45.(2)_   67.(2)_
24.(3)_   46.(3)_   68.(1)_
25.(1)_   47.(1)_   69.(4)_
26.(1)_   48.(1)_   70.(2)_
27.(2)_    49.(2)__    71.(1)_
28.(3)_   50.(3)_   72.(I)_
29.(2)_    51.(2)__    73.(4)_
30.  (1)_

31.  (3)_

32.  (4)_
33.  (2)_
34.  (4)_
35.  (3)_
36. (4)_
37.  (1)_

38. (2)_
39. (3)_
40.  (1)_

52. (4)_   74.(4)_
53.(3)_   75.(I)_
54.(4)_   76.(2)_
55.(2)_   77.(3)_
56.(4)_   78.(4)_
57.(2)_   79.(2)_
58.(4)_   80.(3)_
59.(3)_   81.(3)_
60.(2)_   82.(1)_
61.(3)_   83.(2)_
62.(2)_   84.(1)_

Subtest3      Readingcomprehension

RAW   SCORE   CALCULATION-`

Ceiling  item

Errors

Raw Score

exsee  Manual, Part  I,  Calculating Raw Scores, for further
instructions.



Subtest 4
SPELLING

FliEN

Demonstration  and  Training  Exercises
Trlal     Exercis®A           ExerciseB          Exercisec          Exel.ciseD         ExercisoE(3)-(4,-(2)-(1)-(3)-,4,-(2)-(1)-(4)--- (2)- (1)-

BASAL   AND   CEILING   RULES:
Basal:    5 consecutive successes
Ceiling:  5  errors  in  7 consecutive  responses

STARTING  POINT:
Rs=E:tessct?ri\?nt#heeRReeaadd.,`Eggcc°ommpprreehheennss%nn

Subtest   was   not   administered,   use   the
Reading  Recognition  raw  sc.ore.)

1.  (3)_(point  in  a  sweeping  motion  to  the
response  area.a) Find the one that
is  different-not  the  same.
Point to  it.

2. (4)_Find the one that is different -
not the same. Point to it.

3. (1)_Find the one that is different -
not the same. Point to it.

4. (1)_Find the one that is different -
not the same. Point to it.

5. (3)_Find the one that is differeht -
not the same. It is a letter of the
alphabet.   Point  to  it.

6. (2)_Find the one that is different -
not the same. It is a letter of the
alphabet.  Point  to  it.

7.(3)-Ei:jdn:ht:I:::terofthealphabet.

8. (2)_Find the letter of the alphabet.
Point to  it.

9. (4)_Find the letter of the alphabet.
Point to  it.

10. (3)_Find the letter of the alphabet.
Point to  it.

11. (2)_Find  the  letter  "b"  (say the name of the
letter).    It   makes  the   "buh"   sound   in"bun."  Remember,  it is a  letter of the
alphabet. Point to it.

12. (I)_Here  are  four  different  letters  of  the
alphabet.   Find  the  letter  ``m"   (saythe
name  of the  letter).    It  makes  the  "mm"
sound  as  in  "mother."  Point to  it.

•Thls pointing Instruction will not bo repeated ln the wording
of  subseqLient  Items.  Howovorj. the  examln®r  ls  to  follow
thl8  procedure  whenever  he  b®llevos  lt  wlll  bo  helpful  to
the subject.

13. (4)_Here are four different words. Find
the word "see."  lt is the one word
that  starts  with  the  "ss"  sound.
Point to ``see."

14. (2)_Here   are   four   different   words.
Find  the word  "on."  lt  is  the one
word   that  starts  with   the   "ah"
sound.  Point to  "on."

INTRODUCTION   FOR   ITEM   15  AND
FOR  SUBSEQUENT  STARTING  POINTS:

On this page, and on each of the pages to fol.
low, you will have four choices. You are to find

#r:tcs°ar;etchtes£:'r'irgth°efntreviiw°ur8e'its?ny.a's:#!
tence and then  I will  say the word again.

15. (1)_Come with me to the store.

16. (4)_The men will go to work today.

17. (1)_The lady is walking with a man.

18. (4)_Vegetables are good for us.

19. (2)_We get milk from a cow.

20. (4)-cat has four legs.
21. (3)_We eat when we are hungry.

22. (l)_The game will begin on time.

23. (2)_The flowers grow in the garden.

24. (3)_Both girls are in red dresses.

25. (2)_My brother watches television.

26. (I)_Light comes through the windows.

27. (3)_The slowest runner came in last.

28. (3)_He put two stamps on the letter.

29. (2)-teen-ager is called a youth.

30. (4)_Drive slowly in the school zone.

I. (2)_We use sugar to sweeten food.
2, (2)_The man cut his thumb.

3. (4)_We will stay at a motel tonight.

4. (4)_The sky is cloudy.

5. (3)_The book cost one dollar.

6. (1)_We dry our hands with a towel.

7. (I)_I have read a sentence to you.

8. (2)-bicycle has two wheels.
9. (4)__They are having a science fair.

0, (3)_Mountain climbing takes nerve.

1. (2)_Crossing streets is dangerous.

2. (I)_New Year's Day is a holiday.

3. (1)_The man holds a political office.

4. (4)_We hope he will succeed.

5. (1)_Lettuce is a green vegetable.

6. (3)-girl was at the marriage.
7. (1)_We learn by experience.

8. (1)_The child has a rare disease.

9. (3)_He has a pamphlet to read.
0. (4)_They are starting a business.

I . (3)_The car is known for excellence.

2. (4)_Our club formed a committee.

3. (3)-lemon is a citrus fruit.
4. (2)_The men formed a syndicate.
5. (1)_The phone installation was complete.

56. (4)-t the desk, sat the secretary.
57. (2)_The noise was a nuisance.

58. (4)_We ate lunch at the restaurant.
9. (3)_The extra part was supplementary.
0. (2)_The road is closed temporarily.

61. (4)_He is acting in a pretentious manner.

2. (1)_The airline will inaugurate a flight.

3. (2)_The girl is in a melancholy mood.

4. (1)_There was a discernible difference
between the two colors.

5. (3)_For a week the drizzling rain has
been incessant.

66. (l)_The  shy  girl  is  a  very  conscientious
student.

67. (3)_The  look on  his countenance was one
of great joy.

68. (2)_Please bring me back a souvenir from
Asia.

69. (2)_Use  of  the  bomb would  be  an  act  of
infamy.

70. (1)_Gasoline  is  an  extremely  combustible
fluid.

71.(2)_The   sailor   told   the   young   man   an
apocryphal  story.

72.  (4)_Their  proficiency  in  spelling  was  out-
standing.

73. (4)_His behavior caused  her great embar-
rassment.

74. (2)_There  was  a  fallacy  in  the  lawyer's
argument.

75. (3)_The dog crept into the house surrepti.
tiously.

76. (3)-  complete  solar  eclipse  occurs  only
occasionally.

77. (1)_When  we  have  sunny weather,  we  go
picnicking.

78. (4)_The loss of the game was a disappoint-
ment.

79.  (1)_The play included a dramatic soliloquy.

80. (1)_The  medicine  included  herbaceous
roots.

81. (2)_The liquid has a saponaceous feel to it.

82. (3)_The  school   nurse  will   inoculate  the
students.

83. (2)_Pyorrhea is an inflammation of tissues
in  the  mouth.

84. (3)LTo  exacerbate  means  to  make  more
violent.

Subtest4      Spelling

RAW  SCORE  CALCULATION

Ceiling item

Errors

Raw Score

Subtest  5
GENERAL  INFORMATloN

Demonstration  and  Training  Exercises
Trial    Exorcise A          Exercise  B           Ex®rclso c          Exercise  D          Ex®rcis®  E BASAL   AND   CEIL

Basal:    5conse(
Ceiling:  5 errors

STARTING  POINT:
Raw Score on th

63._
64._
65._
66._
67._
68._
69._
70._
71._
72._
73._



a  very  conscientious

countenance was one

3  back a  souvenir f rom

ib  would  be  an  act  of

extremely  combustible

I   the   young   man   an
y.
:y  in  spelling  was  out-

used  her great embar-

allacy   in   the   lawyer's

nto the house surrepti-

ar  eclipse  occurs  only

sunny  weather,  we  go

;ame was a disappoint-

!d a dramatic soliloquy.

included  herbaceous

saponaceous feel to it.

rse   will   inoculate   the

nflammation of tissues

means  to  make  more

Subtest  5
GENERAL  INFORMATloN

FliELfty

Demonstration  and  Training  Exercises
Trial    Exorcise A          Exerelse  B           Exercise  a          Elercis®  D          Exorcise  E1_____ BASAL  AND   CEILING   RULES:

Basal:    5 consecutive successes
Ceiling:  5  errors  in  7  consecutive  responses

STARTING  POINT:
Raw Score on  the Spelling Subtest.

Subtest5     General
Information

RAW  SCORE  CALCULATION

Ceiling  item

Errors
Raw  Sc®r©




